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DESCRIPTION
Metal cutting technologies has undergone a wide transformation 
in the previous few decades, with accrue and varied ability. This 
evolution will continue with higher performance, better safety 
standards, environmental compliance and lower production 
cost. So in future Machine tools will give improved competence 
and larger management of the production system with 
multifunctional and multi axis ability. The demands of recent 
manufacturing business to fulfil ever-tighter tolerances and to 
befit international quality standards signify that the performance 
of production machinery has never been additional necessity. 
The standard of each part created on a CNC machine is highly 
relying on machine performance. Issues with a machine 
inevitably lead to examination failures, scrapped elements and 
sudden down time. Sometimes quality and assessment method 
find issues once elements are created. However, usually this can 
be too late to rectify any of the incurred scrap and down-time 
prices. For this reason, it's essential that machine performance is 
checked before manufacturing parts.

Determining a machine tool's capabilities before machining, and 
following postprocess product examination, will greatly minimize 
the possible for scrap, machine nonproductive time and as a 
result, lower production prices. Work piece dimensional and end 
defects could result from improper tooling, worn spindles or 
work piece clamping, however the most important causes of 
defects will typically be attributed to positioning errors within the 
machine itself, the results of geometric, dynamic and play errors 
inside the machine. Several errors will usually be rectified in 
minutes, if solely and those errors will be rectified wherever and 
what they were. Whether machine is new or recent, all have 
errors. The key of reject free production is to recognize is based 

upon the machine performance and capabilities. Previously this 
was achieved by machining sample parts for test and then 
inspecting them. However, the method was time taking and gave 
restricted confidence once machining elements with geometrics 
totally different to the master element.

Once cutting process is going on, one would like to make certain 
that the tools that one is utilizing is not damaged and having 
proper shape for work . Quick setting and checking of tool on 
the machine reduces set-up time and minimizes scrap. Increasing 
demand on machine makers to extend the accuracy and 
production rates of the machine tools and nonetheless to stay 
competitive, machine builders got to minimize production times 
and prices. If the anticipated trend for in-process measure will 
increase, then the machine is employed for measurement the 
part and should have more accuracy.

CONCLUSION
The accuracy of contemporary machine tools is measured with 
an growing variety of latest and revised examination and 
acceptance tests. Previously strictly geometric acceptance tests 
predominated, today’s routine strategies embrace dynamic tests 
like circular interpolation and free-form tests, thermal tests and 
for production machines, capability testing throughout 
acceptance or regular examination. The influences of the cutting 
processes, the geometric accuracy of the machine, its static and 
dynamic rigidity and also the positioning response of the feed 
axes on the possible accuracy of the work piece will be additional 
specifically analyzed. Machine errors are getting more and clearer 
to the user. Considering the increasing frequency of adjusting 
jobs and also the concomitant reduction in batch sizes, reducing 
the thermal or systematic error of a machine through tedious 
improvement of individual production steps is rare.
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